GOODWILL
HALLOWEEN
TIP SHEET

- **Princess or Beauty Queen**: Find a full skirt, an old bridesmaid dress or evening gown, or even an old wedding dress. Finish the look with a tiara and make a sash out of ribbon.

- **A Bag of Jelly Beans**: Find a clear plastic bag. Step into the bag and make holes for your legs and arms. Fill the bag with different color balloons and use a flashy scarf to tie around the top of the bag. You may want to place a sign that says “Jelly Beans: 25 cents” on the front of the bag.

- **Crayon**: Find a solid colored sweat suit; if you find a color you like but it has images or writing on it, simply wear it inside out. Use puffy paint or magic marker to print the word “Crayon” in large black letters down the length of your body. Create a pointed hat out of construction paper that matches the sweat suit. You can even paint your face the same color. Consider making different color outfits to go as a box of crayons with friends or family.

- **Charlie Brown**: Wear a yellow t-shirt and draw or sew the zig zag pattern; wear it with black shorts and brown shoes.

- **Traffic Light**: Start with a black sweat suit. Cut three circles of red, yellow and green fabric or felt. Glue or sew the circles onto your outfit.

- **Skunk**: Wear black sweats and glue or sew a white strip of fabric or fake fur to your back.

- **Harry Potter**: Find a simple black robe and wizard hat. Accessorize with round glasses and wooden wand. Remember to draw Harry’s scar on your forehead.